Short Story and Essay Collections

“Tenth of December” – George Saunders

“Dear Life” – Alice Munro

“Redeployment” – Phil Klay

“Fortune Smiles” – Adam Johnson

“To Be A Man” – Nicole Krauss

“Sorry for Your Troubles” – Richard Ford

“Broken: Six Short Stories” – Don Winslow

“If It Bleeds” – Stephen King

“Exhalation” – Ted Chiang

“At the End of the Century” – Ruth Prawer Jhabvala

“Sing To It: New Stories” – Amy Hempel

“Pianos & Flowers” – Alexander McCall-Smith

“Friends of the Library” – Susan Cushman

“Florida” – Lauren Groff

“Flights” – Olga Tokarczuk

“You Think It, I’ll Say It” – Curtis Sittenfeld

“The Dinner Party & Other Stories” – Joshua Ferris

“Her Body & Other Parties” – Carmen Maria Machado

“Uncommon Type” – Tom Hanks

“No Middle Name: The Complete Collected Jack Reacher Short Stories” – Lee Child

“Accomplished Guest” – Ann Beattie

“Men Without Women” – Haruki Murakami

“Seven Stones to Stand or Fall: Collection of Outlander Fiction” – Diana Gabaldon

“I’d Die For You” – F. Scott Fitzgerald

“Anything Is Possible” Elizabeth Strout
“Trajectory” – Richard Russo

“Paris for One and Other Stories” – Jojo Moyes

“Prodigals” – Greg Jackson

“Doll-Master & Other Tales of Terror” – Joyce Carol Oates

“Purple Swamp Hen & Other Stories” – Penelope Lively

“All That Man Is” – David Szalay

“The Tsar of Love & Techno” – Anthony Marra

“Bream Gives Me Hiccups & Other Stories” – Jesse Eisenberg

“Trigger Warning: Short Fictions & Disturbances” – Neil Gaiman

“The State We’re In: Main Stories” – Ann Beattie

“Honeydew: Stories” – Edith Pearlman

“The Doll Collection” – Ellen Datlow

“Thirteen Ways of Looking” – Colum McCann

“Visiting Privilege” – Joy William